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Geometric continued fraction algorithm

Let Λ = Zw1 + Zw2 ⊂ C be a lattice; TΛ = R2\Λ flat torus.

The (additive) continued fraction algorithm gives a seq. of bases of Λ:
start with (w`,wr ) s.t. =w` > 0, Re(w`) < 0, =wr > 0, Re(wr ) > 0.
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Best approximations and geometric continued fraction
Consider Λ with no horizontal/vertical; let Λ+ = {v ∈ Λ s.t. Im(v) > 0}.

Definition
We say that v ∈ Λ+ (assume WLOG Re(v) > 0)

is a geometric best approximation if:

for any v ′ ∈ Λ with Re(v ′) > 0,

Im(v ′) < Im(v)⇒ |Re(v ′)| > |Re(v)|.

Equivalently: the rectangle R(v) = [0,Re(v)]× [0,=(v)] does
not contain points of Λ+ in its interior.

[ Recall: (p, q) is a best approximation of the second kind for α ∈ R\Q if

∀p′ ∈ Z, q′ ∈ N, q′ < q ⇒ |q′α− p′| > |qα− p′|.]

Theorem
Let (w

(n)
` ,w

(n)
r ) be the sequence of bases built from the geometric

(additive) continued fraction algorithm. (forward and backward) The

vectors (w
(n)
` and w

(n)
r ) are exactly all geometric best approximations.
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Quadrangulations
I Example: S as in Figure (glue by translations opposite parallel sides);

S is a translation surface in H(2) (genus 2, one singularity of angle 6π)

Definition
A quadrilateral is admissible if the top/bottom wedges contain the
vertical direction. A quadrangulation of a translation surface S is a
decomposition of S as union of admissible quadrilaterals q1, . . . , qn.

Claim (see later): any S ∈ H(2) has a quadrangulation.
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Diagonal changes

Let q be an (admissible) quadrilateral in a quadrangulation of S .
Let (w`,wr ) be its bottom wedge and let wd be the diagonal w` + wr .

Diagonal change in q:

I if q is right-slanted,

replace (w`,wr ) by (wd ,wr );

I if q is left-slanted,
replace (w`,wr ) by (w`,wd).

Goal: perform simultaneous diagonal changes in quadrilaterals
consistenty, so that we obtain again a quadrangulation of S .
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Combinatorial data and staircases
Let q1, . . . , qk be a quadrangulation of S . To record how quadrilaterals
are glued, define two permutations π`,πr of {1, . . . , k} by:

Definition
A left staircase is a union of
quadrilaterals indexed by a cycle of π`.

A right staircase is a union of
quadrilaterals indexed by a cycle of πr .

Rk: Staircases are topological cylinders ”well oriented in the flat metric”:
bouundary saddle connections are in same quadrant.
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Staircases Moves

Definition
A right staircase is well-slanted is all its quadrilaterals are right-slanted.

[ A left staircase is well-slanted is all its quadrilaterals are left-slanted.]

w1,`

w2,`

w3,`

w1,`

w1,r

w2,r

w3,r

Definition
A staircase move consist of simultaneous diagonal changes in all
quadrilaterals of a well-slanted staircase.

Remark: the result is still an (admissible) quadrangulation.

Claim: for any quadrangulation of S ∈ H(2) there exists staircase moves.
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Hyperelliptic components of translation surfaces
I Let H(k1, . . . , kn) be the stratum of translation surfaces with n

conical singularities with cone angles 2π(k1 + 1), . . . , 2π(kn + 1).
I Recall: Strata are not connected and conected components were

classificed by Kontevich and Zorich.
I Hyperelliptic components Chyp are connected components s.t. all

surfaces in Chyp have a hyperelliptic involution:

Definition
A hyperelliptic involution for S is an affine diffeomorphism ψ : S → S s.t.

I ψ2 = Id ,

I DΨ =

(
−1 0
0 −1

)
(rotation by 180◦ )

I S/ψ is a sphere.

I For any k ∈ N ∃! hyperelliptic component Chyp(k) with total angle
2πk (Kontsevich-Zorich).

[ If k is odd, Chyp(k) ⊂ H(k − 1); if k even, Chyp(k) ⊂ H
(
k
2
− 1, k

2
− 1

)
.]

I Hyperelliptic components ↔ Rauzy classes of π = (nn − 1 . . . 21).
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Main results on existence of staircase moves
Let C(k)hyp be a hyperelliptic component of a stratum. Let S ∈ C(k)hyp

be any surface in S without vertical or horizontal saddle connections.

Theorem (Delecroix-U)

For any S ∈ C(k)hyp as above there exists a
quadrangulation (admissible quadrilaterals).

Theorem (Delecroix-U)

For any such quadrangulation of S there exists a
well slanted staircaseand hence a staircase move.

Remark: there might be several well-slanted
staircases/several possible moves.

I A diagonal changes algorithm: way of choosing moves. E.g.:

I the greedy algorithm (do all possible moves at once);
I algorithm given by a Poincaré map of the Teichmueller geodesic flow;

Theorem (Delecroix-U)

Any sequence of staircase moves produce the same wedges/quadrilaterals.

Thus, the algorithm is not so important.
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Bipartite IETs and Ferenzi-Zamboni induction

Take a
quadrangulation of S :
the union of bottom
wedges is a section
for the vertical flow.

The Poincaré map is
a bipartite interval
exchange
transformation (IET).

I Ferenczi and Zamboni defined an induction for bipartite IETs.

I Staircase moves are an extension of
Ferenczi-Zamboni induction.

I Thm 2 (existence of moves) was first
proved by Ferenczi-Zamboni for IETs.

I The inverse of a staircase move is a
staircase move on the rotated surface
(self-duality).
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Application: geometric best approximations

Let S ∈ Chyp(k), no vertical/horiz. saddle connections.

Rk: ∃ k verticals from saddles and k half planes.

Γi = {v ∈ C| v displacement of s.c. in i th plane }.

Definition v ∈ Γi (Re(v) > 0) is a geometric best

approximation if ∀w ∈ Γi with Re(w) > 0

Im(v) < Im(v)⇒ |Re(w)| > |Re(v)|.

Equivalently: a saddle connection is a geometric
best approximation iff there is an immersed
rectangle R which has it as its diagonal.

Theorem (Delecroix-U)
For any sequence of staircase moves, the sides of the sequence of
quadrangulations are exactly all geometric best approximations.

Remark: for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, staircase moves produce all left/right geometric

approximations in Γi ordered by imaginary part.
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Application to symbolic coding: bispecial words
Assign labels in an alphabet
A to each side. Code vertical
flow trajectories by cutting
sequences of letters hit.
E.g. . . . r2 r3 l1 r2 . . .

I Let L⊂ AZ be the associated language.
(Also: L symbolic coding language of the IET).

I Definition: a word ω=ω1 . . . ωn is bispecial if:

I ∃ a1 6= a2 s.t. both a1ω and a2ω are in L (left-special)
I ∃ a3 6= a4 s.t. both ωa3 and ωa2 are in L (right-special).

Rk: Ferenczi-Zamboni motivation: produce all bispecial words.

Lemma
There is a correspondence between bispecial words in L and the cutting
sequences of a geometric best approximations.

By Lemma + Thm 4 (diagonal changes algorithms produce all geometric
best approximations): diagonal changes algorithms allow to explicitely
construct all bispecial words in L (via ”substitutions”).
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Applications to Teichmueller dynamics
Let gt be the Teichmueller flow on Chyp(k).
[linear action of diag(et , e−t) on polygons of S]

1. Systoles along Teichmueller geodesics:

I v s.c. is a systole if it minimizes flat lenght.
I v is a systole along the Teichmueller geodesic

(gtS)t∈R if gtv = sys(gtS) for some t ∈ R.

Lemma: Systoles along Teichmueller geodesics
are geometric best approximations

I Thus: saddle connections produced by any
sequence of staircase moves on S contain all
systoles along the geodesic (gtS)t∈R.

2. Listing closed Teichmueller geodesisc/pseudo-Anosovs in Chyp(k):

Diagonal changes algorithms allow to produce a list of all closed
geodesics in Chyp(k) (equivalenty: pseudo-Anosov mapping classes),
by listing closed loops on graph of combinatorial data.

I Remark: Rauzy-Veech induction it not well-suited for this;
(zippered rectangles are a finite cover of the stratum).
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Final remarks

I Summary of good properties of diagonal changes algorithms:

I geometric generalization of continued fraction, which give:
I exactly all geometric best approximations;
I all bispecial words in L;
I all systoles along Teichmueller geodesics:
I list of all closed geodesics/pseudo-Anosov mapping classes;
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Sketch of Proof:
diagonal changes produce all best approximation

Step 1: all sides of quadrangulations
are best approximations; Let v be a
best approximation. Take S
staircase of which it is diagonal and
look at its universal cover.

Step 2: all best approximations are

produced: Take v
(n)
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(n+1)
i,r

successive best approximations in Γj .
Enough to prove: no best
approximation with imaginary part
in between.
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